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Traditional image of the CR energy spectrum 

( knee ) 

( ankle ) 



The essence of the Single Source Model 
of the knee is the non-uniform, 

stochastic distribution of CR sources in 
space and time.  

The knee is due to the contribution of 
the nearby and recent supernova 

explosion.  



( basic idea ) 



The main arguments for the Single 
Source Model of the Knee are: 

      * its sharpness 
      * fine structure of the spectrum 



Fine Structure of the Knee 

In ‘Single Source Model’ in the ‘Single Source Model’ 

in Cherenkov light spectra 

in EAS size spectra 
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New data after 2001 

*  Tibet – III (e) 
*  Gamma 2008 (e+µ) 
*   Maket-ANI (e) 
*   KASCADE (µ) 
*   Yakutsk (Č) 
*   Tunka (Č) 
*   Gamma 2002 (e) 
*   KASCADE-Grande (e+µ) 
*   MSU (e+µ+Č) 
*   Andyrchi (e+µ)  



GAMMA 2011 



TUNKA-133 TUNKA - 133 

? ? ? 



KASCADE - Grande KASCADE-Grande 



ICE-TOP Ice-Top 2011 



Yakutsk 2011 

 ’Within the energy range (5-8)*1016eV there is a small peak generated by primary iron nuclei’ 



Confirmation of GAMMA results by other experiments 



Fine structure of the primary CR energy spectrum in the knee region 

‘Iron 
peak’ ? 

Deviations from the fits Deviations from the fits Deviations from the best fits 

Mean deviations Mean deviations Mean deviations Mean deviations 



Comparison of the observed spectra with expected from Galactic Diffusion Model 



Individual deviations 

Mean deviation 





Energy spectrum and mass composition of cosmic rays  from the 
single source and Vela pulsar 

(Fe) 



  Note the similarity of injected and single source CR mass compositions 





Iiron=Iall·∙Piron/100	  
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Deviations from the smooth fit 
in the new data confirm the 

irregularity at log(E/Ek)=0.5-0.6  
(‘CNO peak’) and reveal the 

possible existence of the peak at 
log(E/Ek)=1-1.2 (‘Fe peak’) 



If the ‘Iron Peak’ is a real feature, 
its origin is most likely the end  

of contribution of Single Source. 
The background of Galactic CR 

continues further  up to the ankle. 




